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NEW ACTIVE ELECTRONICS
FOR AN AMAZING WARM SOUND!

Earphonic Electric & MIDI violin with patented
Inductor based Separate System Pickup

INTRODUCTION
t

Carlo Cantini's MIDI violins were designed from the ground up
to accurately trigger the most popular MIDI controller for
stringed instruments on the market. As a result, the Cantini
Earphonic is one of only a few MIDI-capable instruments currently
available that work well with the Roland GR-55. Cantini's new
Earphonic electric violin has a sleek, modern look, with a narrowshouldered double cutaway design and a lower bout shape that
will hold most standard shoulder rests. In addition to the 1/4"/
MIDI combination jack, volume knob on top.

t Cantini Earphonic has separate sensitivity adjusters for each string

(to aid in MIDI detection).

t For an affordable entry into the world of MIDI violin, the Cantini

is hard to beat, especially as it's one of a very few options that
currently work well with the Roland GR-55. Roland's GR-55 is not
only the most common stringed-instrument MIDI controller on
the market, it's also the best-supported. From a practical
perspective, MIDI for violin has always been a challenge. the
Cantini violin is the most affordable answer to MIDI for violin
that's currently available.

If MIDI for violin is among your chef reasons for
going electric.
This Cantini Earphonic may be the
perfect violin for you.
Equipped with their new ISSP2 system, this MIDI
capable electric violin is designed from the
ground up to work with the Roland GR-55.
The most popular string synthesizer on the
market .
Amplified tone is good, and it does a great job of
driving the Roland GR-55 for MIDI performance.

MIDI
CHARACTERISTIC

Tuning peg
Nut
Fingerboard

Battery Box

Sound board

MIDI out

N O M E N C L AT U R E

Body

Sens. adjust for each strings

Inductor Separate
Sensor Pickup ISSP2

Violin out

Neck

Ebony chin rest

Bridge
Volume ctrl

Fine tuning

Specifications
Neck

Hard  Maple

Fingerboard

Ebony

Nut

Ebony

Bridge
Body  Frame

Single  Unit  With  ISSP2  Technology
Fine  Maple

Sound  Board

Active  Preamp  For  Each  String

Chin  Rest

Ebony

Tailpiece

Special  Aluminum  Anodized  (4  Hole)
Special  Aluminum  Anodized  (5  Hole)  

Tuning  Pegs

Ebony

Strings  Compatible

All  Stell  Strings/  
Not  Compatible  Aluminium  And  Silver  Strings

Pickup

Separate  Pickup  For  Each  String-Inductor  
Separate  Sensor  Pickup  (ISSP2)

Connectors/Controls

Master  Volume/Violin  Out/  
Multi  Out

Power  Supply

9Volt  Battery(Without  Gr-55)  Or  Power  From  Gr-55    
Disconnect  Jack  Out  When  Not  Using  Violin

String  Length
Dimensions
Weight
Color

328mm
Earphonic  4:  610(L)  205(W)  72(H)  
Earphonic  5:  615(L)  205(W)  72(H)
650G
Black/White/Natural  WoodTransparent/
Tobacco  Burst/Custom  Colors

